
conservation agencies that extend beyond supplying 

cheap images. In the meantime, we’ve had a decade of 

missed biodiversity targets, fishing quota compromises, 

rising average temperatures and a period of economic 

austerity with concomitant “ecological austerity” 

in which we are expected to accept diminished 

ecological richness for the sake of economic growth. 

And things aren’t going to get any better if you believe 

Naomi Klein’s rigorous and devastating analysis of 

capitalism’s role in climate change laid out in “This 

Changes Everything”. American commentator, Derrick 

Jensen, provides an alternative perspective on the 

crisis by characterising our relationship with the Earth 

as that between a psychopath and his victim in the 

essay, “World Gone Mad”. He’s not being dramatic 

for its own sake, simply recognising that we put our 

own immediate needs ahead of those of every other 

living thing on the planet without question, and feel 

nothing. What does most contemporary “conservation 

photography” have to say about any of this? Very little, 

I fear. Conservation photography, now, needs to make 

a more direct challenge to – no, attack on – the systems 

that perpetuate the destruction of our home and to 

find new partners, perhaps other artists, to collaborate 

with. There has, after all, been another big in change in 

the last decade; the emergence of social media and all 

the leverage it offers.Borrowing language associated 

with the dark ways people treat each other may help 

It’s thirteen years since the founding of the 

International League of Conservation Photography. I 

reckon, in light of what has happened in the intervening 

period, that the time has come for “conservation 

photographers” to get a whole lot more angry.

We were optimistic, perhaps a little naive, but full 

of energy and the belief that we could forge new 

partnerships when the ILCP held its inaugural meeting 

in Anchorage in October 2005. I spoke about the 

work I’d done in the Baltic region and we heard many 

inspiring stories from mainly American photographers 

about successful campaigns they’d waged through 

their photography. The driving force behind the 

organisation at the time, Cristina Mittermeier, told us 

that we were all in the boat together, plugging holes 

and that by acting together, change could happen. 

One of the main objectives was to partner with the 

scientific and conservation communities to provide the 

material they need to communicate their findings and 

message effectively to a wider world. Well, while there 

have been some successes in the US, the mainstream 

conservation community elsewhere has largely failed 

to engage with those who should be their natural 

partners. This I experienced at first hand when working 

as part of the team on the 2020VISION project in the 

UK and many photographers in other parts of the 

world find it equally difficult to form relationships with 

We shouldn’t be afraid of being confrontational in our work , of 

calling out those whose values are opposed to the preservation 

and diversity of life. Here’s, I’ve illustrated an attitude I’ve 

often come across so, to bring it out into the open and have it 

challenged.

Gloves off.

My land

My right



This is what “declining base lines” looks like. What appears like an idyllic Scottish upland is, in fact, a deeply impoverished one 

where natural tree cover has been replaced by exotic conifers, sheep graze the hills bare and management for grouse shooting on 

the heather moors has seen the removal of most predators. Yet this is the sort of seen that people flock to Scotland to see. Nature 

photographers can remind us of how rich “unimproved” landscapes are in comparison.

to clarify our abusive relationship with the Earth to the 

audience. Expressions such as “hate crimes against 

nature”, “GDP supremacists” or “habitat mutilation” are 

in no way intended to diminish the suffering of human 

victims; they merely extend the scope of reference to 

other living organisms and systems. These ideas can 

provide the themes for a new type of conservation 

photography that isn’t afraid to challenge orthodoxy 

and reminds viewers that ultimately, conservation is 

an ethical process and that the capacity to exercise 

restraint is what separates us from other animals. It 

also needs to provide some answers about what to 

do “if you have been affected by this image”.In a world 

awash with righteous zealots of all complexions, it’s 

important that “New Conservation” photographers 

aren’t dismissed as “radicalized greens”. Let the pictures 

and their captions do the talking. Perhaps the biggest 

hurdle for the conservation movement (including 

photographers) to overcome concerns how people 

tend to make decisions in everyday life. Imagine a hand 

giving a thumbs-up. The thumb represents reason - how 

we like to think we arrive at decisions. In reality, it’s the 

four fingers tucked out of sight that we tend to employ 

instead:

• Experience. I’ve always done things this way. It works 

so why change?

• Expedience. This is the easiest way. Why make my life 

more difficult?

• Economy. This is the cheapest way. Why make myself 

poorer?

• Emotion. It just feels right. I trust my instinct.Reasoning 

with people doesn’t work, especially when the 

orthodoxy – that economic growth is the answer for 

everything – is so deeply embedded. No one employing 

an ounce of reason could conclude that the way we

 treat the Earth is good but no alternative seems better 

and the Four E’s conspire against change. How we 

undermine these norms, rather than oppose individual 

destructive “developments”, will provide the challenge 

for the next generation of conservation photographers. 
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